
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4109 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest3 November 1994HU ISSN 0374 { 0676PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY OF THE SHORT-PERIODECLIPSING BINARY HW VIRGINISDuring a UBV survey of UV-bright objects HW Vir (BD�07�3477) was discovered tobe an eclipsing binary (Porb�0.1167 days) by Menzies and Marang (1986). As a part ofthis survey Berger and Fringant (1980) obtained spectroscopy of HW Vir and classi�edit as an sdB star. Menzies (1986) obtained UBVRI light curves of this system and thenMenzies and Marang (1986) analysed these light curves by WD-code. They also measuredthe radial velocity of the primary star and calculated the absolute dimensions of thecomponents. Wood et al. (1993) also made UBVR photometry of the system and analysedthe light curves using WD-code. In the recent annual report of SAAO Marang andKilkenny (1994) announced that HW Vir shows a de�nite period decrease.We included HW Vir in our observing program in 1992 and observed the system on onenight in 1992, one night in 1993 and seven nights in 1994. Di�erential observations withrespect to the comparison star BD�08�3411 were obtained with the 30cm Maksutov tele-scope of Ankara University Observatory. We used an OPTEC SSP-5A photometer headwhich contains a side on R-1414 Hamamatsu photomultiplier. We used BD�07�3467 asa check star and the magnitude di�erences between the check star and comparison starwere constant within probable errors of �0.022, �0.013 and �0.016 in U, B and V bandsrespectively. The light curves formed by these di�erential observations (in the sense vari-able minus comparison) are shown in Figure 1 for di�erent �lters with their respectiveB�V color curve (U observations are shifted vertically by +0.5 mag). Di�erential atmo-spheric extinction and heliocentric corrections were made. The phases of the light curveswere calculated with the light elementsHJD(Min I)=2448294.886472+0:d11671953�EWe derived ten mean times of minima from the new observations (six primary, foursecondary) by using the well-known method of Kwee{Van Woerden (1956). The newestimates in di�erent �lters and their mean values are listed in Table I. Mean times ofminima and their mean errors were generated with the formulatmin(mean) = Pi(ti=�2i )Pi(1=�2i )and �2mean = 1Pi(1=�2i )Light curves in all �lters exhibit a large reection e�ect as mentioned before by severalauthors. In all wavelength bands, there is a shoulder of extra light in 0.06-0.12 phaseinterval which may be interpreted as a mass transfer e�ect.
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3Table 1Min. HJD min Mean err. Filter HJD Min(mean) Std err. ObsType +2400000 +2400000I 48776.3548 �0.00046 V 48776.3552 �0.00013 SSI 48776.3550 �0.00021 BI 48776.3553 �0.00018 UII 49149.3318 �0.00021 U 49149.3323 �0.00011 ZMII 49149.3323 �0.00026 BII 49149.3325 �0.00015 VII 49393.5095 �0.00032 B 49393.5095 �0.00032 BAI 49393.5671 �0.00017 V 49393.5672 �0.00005 BAI 49393.5672 �0.00006 BII 49400.5114 �0.00050 B 49400.5121 �0.00013 S�OII 49400.5119 �0.00017 VII 49400.5125 �0.00023 UI 49400.5704 �0.00007 U 49400.5705 �0.00005 S�OI 49400.5705 �0.00008 BI 49400.5708 �0.00021 VII 49427.4739 �0.00010 B 49427.4742 �0.00009 BGII 49427.4750 �0.00017 VI 49427.5327 �0.00010 V 49427.5327 �0.00005 BGI 49427.5327 �0.00005 BI 49511.3372 �0.00016 V 49511.3373 �0.00008 BGI 49511.3373 �0.00009 BI 49518.3407 �0.00008 B 49518.3407 �0.00008 BGObservers: SS: S. Selam, ZM: Z. M�uyessero�glu, BA: B. Albayrak, S�O: S. �Ozdemir,BG: B. G�urol.We collected all available times of minima from the literature and constructed theO�C diagram which is shown in Figure 2. The E epochs were calculated with the lightelements given by Menzies and Marang (1986) as,HJD (Min I)=2445730.556074+0:d1167196311�EBoth primary and secondary times of minima follow the same trend of O�C variationwhich indicates zero eccentricity for the binary orbit. The O�C diagram shows a clearrapid period decrease which can be interpreted as active mass change between componentstars. But, Wlodarczyk (1994) pointed out from his analysis of their own light curves,both components are well located inside its Roche lobe, and he suggests that period



4changes most likely are resulting from are extended common envelope, remaining afterthe giant phase. Only the future accurate observations will help to settle the true natureof this period variation.We give our special thanks to the observers and to Z. M�uyessero�glu for making hisobserving computer code available to us. Birol G�UROLSelim SELANAnkara University ObservatoryScience Faculty, 06100, Tando�ganAnkara, TurkeyReferences:Berger, J., Fringant, A. M., 1980, A&A, 85, 367Kilkenny, D., Harrop-Allin, M., Marang, F., 1991, IBVS, No. 3569Kwee, K. K., van Woerden, H., 1956, BAN, 12, 327Marang, F., Kilkenny, D., 1994, Ann. Rep. SAAO, 1993, p.21Marang, F., Kilkenny, D., 1989, IBVS, No. 3390Menzies, J. W., 1986, Ann. Rep. SAAO, 1985, p.20Menzies, J. W., Marang, F., 1986, Eds: J. B. Hearnshaw, P. L. Cottrell, \Instrumentationand Research Programmes for Small Telescopes", p.305Wlodarczyk, K., 1994, private communicationWood, J. H., Zhang, E. H., Robinson, E. L., 1993, MNRAS, 261, 103


